
Ya Fav Trashman

City Council At-Large

Campaign Committee Name & Address: 

Yafav4philly 

What is your name as it will appear on the ballot? *

What office are you seeking? *

Campaign Website Address:

Yafavforphilly.com

My name is Terrill Haigler, I am a former sanitation worker for the city of Philadelphia turn community activist, assuming the last 2 1/2 
years organizing neighborhood cleanup’s all around Philadelphia and picking up over 565 tons of trash. During that time I was able to 
learn about local government, and all the systematic issues that it yields. And September 2022 I decided to be a working voice for the 
every day, Philadelphian, and announce my run for city council at large.

ROADWAY SAFETY
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1 (a). Will you commit to reducing Philadelphia’s annual traffic deaths in half by 2026? 

1 (b). Do you support redesigning Philadelphia's most dangerous roadways if this means eliminating travel lanes for 
automobiles and parking spaces?

1 (c). Daylighting is a pedestrian safety measure achieved by replacing curb parking spaces near an intersection with 
flexible posts, planters, or bollards – increasing visibility for pedestrians and drivers. Do you support daylighting more 
intersections in Philadelphia if this means removing parking spaces? 

2. Will you support a ballot measure to establish a PHL Department of Transportation, combining the transportation division
of the Streets Department with the Office of Transportation, Infrastructure, and Sustainability (oTIS)?
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ROADWAY SAFETY
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

3. After two terms in office, the Kenney Administration will have built 30 miles of protected bicycle lanes. Will you support
an expansion of Philadelphia’s network of protected bicycle lanes by an additional 30 miles by 2028?

4 (a). The pilot speed camera program on Roosevelt Blvd has changed driver behavior, improved safety, and saved lives. Do 
you support making the speed cameras on Roosevelt Blvd permanent?

4 (b). Do you support expanding speed camera enforcement to more high-crash corridors across Philadelphia? 

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


I am a huge fan of permanently, placing the speed cameras not only on Roosevelt Boulevard by areas, known to have had high amounts 
of traffic accidents. This.

We need to up the fines for people who blocked the walkways, and we need to enforce immediately. Personally I feel it’s a safety hazard 
police officers should be able to issue a citation and get those cars immediately removed from blocking. 

Part of my focus as a candidate for city Council is the beautification the Philadelphia. That includes leveling out, sidewalks filling all the 
holes and ensuring that at the corners we have the dips for the wheelchairs.

PUBLIC SPACE

For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:

TRANSIT

5. Despite the city taking a Vision Zero pledge to reduce traffic deaths to zero by 2030, more than 120 people died on city
streets in 2022. What will you do to significantly lower the rates of traffic deaths in Philadelphia?

6. Many curb cuts, crosswalks, bus stops, and sidewalks across Philadelphia are routinely blocked by illegally-parked
vehicles. How will you address this specific problem?

7. What is your plan to ensure the city’s sidewalks are safe and usable for all pedestrians, including people with disabilities
and families with strollers?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
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PUBLIC SPACE
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

One of my first legislations, I will propose is an illegal dumping task force. This task force goal will be to cut the turnaround time for 
illegal dumping by at least 85%. I already sit on the neighborhood advisory board for PHS. Last year I planted 603 trees and brown and 
black neighborhoods. As I stated before I organize 98 cleanups and picked up 565 tons of trash. I also will encourage the streets 
department to educate residence on the proper way to recycle, and to create a clean campaign for the city. We must shift Philadelphians 
perspective on how they feel about litter and trash. There is close to 200,000 vacant lots here in Philadelphia. I will work with the Lambert 
to at least turn 50,000 of them into green spaces for the neighborhoods.

1. Will you support an expansion of the current municipal street sweeping program, even if it means non-compliant
motorists may receive parking violations or have their vehicles towed?

2. Do you support easing regulations on outdoor dining streeteries and facilitating more parklets and pedestrian plazas
even if this means eliminating space for parking?

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

3. Place-based interventions like greening vacant lots, repairing abandoned homes, and planting street trees in Philadelphia
is linked to a reduction in violent crime, a decrease in illegal dumping, and lower rates of depression among residents. How 
will your office work to accomplish these place-based interventions in historically-disinvested neighborhoods?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues


What’s an illegal dumping task force residents would be able to call a number reach a person and have a team that’s dedicated only to a 
legal dump. Show up within 72 hours instead of the 90 days that it takes 311. The next phase would be to erect cameras and WellNow 
dump spots so that when we catch people illegal dumping, they are properly fined. Enforcement will be key. 

We must reallocate some of the money in the cities budget to fully fun libraries and rec centers. That is one way that we can curve 
Gonzalez in our city. I am also 100% behind historically, funding arts, and education programs here in the city. Having a full staff at these 
facilities, will be a game changer for the children that depend on these full circle services.

TRANSPORTATION & TRANSIT

For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:
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4. Philadelphia’s public spaces suffer from two main types of improper waste disposal: littering and illegal dumping. For
decades, the City’s reduction and removal efforts have been woefully inadequate. What would you do to solve this issue?

5. The city has struggled to staff and adequately fund city services, which has resulted in reduced hours at libraries, pools,
and recreation centers. How would you ensure consistent and convenient hours for these facilities?

1. Do you support the City of Philadelphia enrolling all municipal employees into the SEPTA Key Advantage program?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
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I would only support it once we have better public transportation. To increase the permit would cause people to use public
transportation. But Septa and his current state is it safe for anyone so I would like to first saw the public transportation issue before
raising the permit price.
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2. Do you support the City establishing a fare discount program for low-income riders?

3. Do you support congestion pricing - a toll for vehicles entering Center City and University City during peak travel times -
with funding used for improving public transportation?  

4. Do you support increasing the cost of monthly residential parking permits and using the funds for improving public
transportation? 

5 (a). Do you support expanding bus-only lanes throughout Philadelphia, even if this means removing a lane of travel for 
personal vehicles or parking? 
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5 (b). Do you support using camera technology to enforce bus-only lanes and bus stops by ticketing violators? 

6. Will you advocate for increasing local transit funding to SEPTA?

7. Do you support a subway/metro line for Roosevelt Blvd?

8. The City of Denver launched a popular e-bike rebate program in an effort to reduce vehicle miles traveled. The rebate
program offered $1,200 for income-qualified residents and $400 for everyone else for e-bike purchases. Do you support a 
similar program here in Philadelphia? 
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TRANSPORTATION & TRANSIT
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

It starts with improve in the experience that customers have with public transportation. If we can solve our public transportation issue 
and get 40% of the people using personal vehicles to use public transportation, it would make an impact on Philadelphia’s traffic 
congestion problem.

Again it’s improving. The customer experience is getting sent to the funds to build the Roosevelt Boulevard subway and it’s ensuring the 
safety including us on every single ride.

PERSONAL TRAVEL HABITS

9. Do you support micro-mobility initiatives such as scooter share programs for Philadelphia?

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

10. What are your ideas for combating Philadelphia’s problem with traffic congestion?

11. What are your solutions to ensure SEPTA rebuilds its ridership post-pandemic?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
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1. How often do you ride a bicycle for transportation in the city?

2. How often do you ride public transportation in the city?

3. How often do you travel by car in the city?

4. Will you commit to taking public transportation at least one week of each year while in office?



On SEPTA. There’s a lot of work to be done with Philadelphia’s public transportation experience we have to wanna get people to stop 
smoking on the train. Remove the smell of urine and get the unhoused to facilities immediately.

HOUSING & LAND USE

For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Short Response:
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5. How do you typically commute to work? Describe your experience traveling in Philadelphia and what you would do to
improve it.

1. Do you support eliminating minimum parking requirements for all of Philadelphia’s zoning categories?

2. Will you veto or vote against downzoning overlays?

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues
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If we restructure the land bank and make it a little bit easier for Philadelphia-based grown and owned real estate developers and
investors to acquire property to build housing we could spread out some of the demand for the more dense areas

3. Do you support legalizing Single-Room Occupancy dwellings (SROs) in all multifamily and commercial zoning districts
across Philadelphia? 

4. Will you support designating Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) overlays city-wide, allowing increased commercial and
residential zoning density near all rail transit stations in Philadelphia? 

5. Should our city government encourage the growth of Philadelphia’s population back to 2 million residents?

6. Should our zoning allow for denser housing in high-income, high-amenity neighborhoods to accommodate more
residents? 



HOUSING & LAND USE
For 5th Square's positions on these issues see: https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues

Long Response:

Restructuring the land bank, advocating for the city to manage his assets better, and not just sit on them for years. Using database 
community, inclusive ideas to get people housed.

I go back to my idea of restructuring the land bank to make it easier for Philly based drone and owned real estate developers and 
investors to build real affordable housing. 

Number one is public safety number two is cleanliness and number three is function. We have to get our city safe. We have to get our city 
clean and we have to make our city functionable for people on public transportation.

CLOSING STATEMENT

Since resigning as a sanitation worker, I’ve been an advocate for clean streets, green spaces, and a better functionable city. I believe that 
everyone’s enjoy living here. We should feel safe. We should walk down clean blocks and we should be able to travel across the city and 
enjoy the ride. Once elected, I promise to uphold and advocate for those issues.

Use this space if you’d like to elaborate on any of the above short response questions:

7. The affordability crisis hits renters harder than owners. Philadelphia Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
estimates the city needs about 70,000 affordable rental units to meet demand. How will you address this affordable
housing shortage?

8. Record low housing supply has pushed up home prices, closing off the possibility of home ownership to many first-time
homebuyers. The median home value in the Philadelphia metropolitan area has reached $320,000, increasing $100,000 
from 5 years ago. How can we keep neighborhoods affordable and sustainable as Philadelphia sees more growth and 
development?

9. Philadelphia faces some serious headwinds from more residents and businesses considering leaving the city for the
suburbs, more than at any point in the last two decades. What do you think must happen to ensure the region’s economic 
recovery after the COVID-19 pandemic comes out in urban-Philadelphia’s favor?

Tell us more about what you bring to the table as an ally for urbanist politics in City Hall. Why should 5th Square endorse 
you over other candidates running for your position? What makes you the right person to advance the urbanist movement’s 
goals politically at the local level? 

https://www.5thsq.org/2023_issues



